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Big data can improve production efficiency and optimize resource allocation,

which is conductive to achieve sustainable development. This paper explores the

impact of big data on green economic development. The global MINDW-MML

model is used to measure green economic development and text analysis

method is used to quantify the development of big data. An empirical study is

conducted based on the panel data from 30 provinces in China from 2011 to

2018. Results show that, big data promotes the development of green economy

and plays a greater role in facilitating technological progress than improving

efficiency. As for sub-indicators of big data, cloud computing, Internet of things,

artificial intelligence, and Hadoop positively affect technological progress, while

blockchain can improve efficiency. In addition, the positive role of big data in

promoting green technological progress and green efficiency will vary according

to geographical location, the intensity of environmental governance and the

development of digital financial inclusion. As moving into the good phase of the

economy, big data is more inclined to enhance green technological progress,

while in a sluggish phase, it improves green efficiency more. These findings point

the way forward for sustainable development. The Chinese government can

actively build information infrastructure and improve the technical level and

application capacity of big data.
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1 Introduction

Over the past decades, China’s economy has experienced rapid growth, which has also

resulted in a host of problems including environmental pollution, excessive energy

consumption, and unbalanced economic growth. These problems of unsustainable

development need to be solved urgently. China’s new development concept adheres to

innovation, coordination, greenness, openness, and sharing, especially emphasizing that

green development is the key to high-quality development. To achieve this goal, resource

conservation and environmental protection must be considered, and economic quality can be

improved through technological innovation, industrial development, and resource allocation.
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Since the Fourth Industrial Revolution, big data is

increasingly becoming a strategic resource. The 2021 China

Big Data Industry Development Report anticipates that

“China’s big data industry market will maintain a growth rate

of more than 12% in the future, and the overall scale will reach

1,152.25 billion yuan by 2023.” By utilizing modern technology

to collect, refine, analyze and create value from data, the social

economy will be transformed into a new model of high yield, low

consumption and collaboration. In other word, big data plays an

important role in promoting green and sustainable development.

In this context, it is necessary to examine the impact of big data

on the development of green economy. This will not only help

clarify the practical role of big data, but also provide a new

direction for China’s sustainable development.

In fact, the question whether big data promotes green

economic development in China deserves further

consideration. First of all, considering the Fourth Industrial

Revolution sweeping the world and the prevalence of

digitalization, no country can avoid the necessity of

developing big data (Manyika et al., 2011). Next, in order to

transform economic growth, the role of big data in fostering

sustainable development and leading a new round of scientific

and technological innovation must be strengthened (Xu et al.,

2019). However, the academic community has not yet reached a

unified conclusion on the impact of big data on environmental

sustainability, and systematic studies are lacking. The study of Xu

et al. (2019) has explained how big data and green economic

development are linked, but there is not enough empirical

research to prove it. Big data is a broad concept, which

contains many technologies, and research on the impact of

the sub-indicators of big data on green economic development

is still insufficient. In addition, whether there is heterogeneity

between different geographical locations, environmental

governance and the development of digital financial inclusion

requires further investigation. Under the strategic goal of

sustainable development, it is important to clarify the

characteristics and mechanisms of big data that influence the

development of green economy. Therefore, empirical studies on

the impact of big data on green economic development are

needed.

To this end, GTFP (green total factor productivity) is

considered as an important measure of green economic

development in this study. A text analysis method is used to

quantify the development of big data on the basis of Baidu Index.

Based on the panel data of 30 provinces in China from 2011 to

2018, this paper explores the impact and mechanism of big data

on GTFP in detail. Empirical findings show that big data has a

positive effect on the development of green economy, and this

positive effect is more reflected in green technology progress than

green efficiency improvements. This main finding provides

important empirical evidence for the development of green

economy driven by big data and give a light on the direction

of sustainable development in China. In addition, this paper finds

that there is a heterogeneity of big data on green technological

progress and green efficiency improvement in different areas and

periods. Specially, as moving into the good phase of the economy,

big data is more inclined to enhance green technological

progress, while in a sluggish phase, it improves green

efficiency more. This indicates that more developing countries

can increase the construction of information facilities to make big

data a new economic growth point.

Compared to previous literature, this paper provides four

marginal contributions. First, as for the research topic, this paper

pays more attention to the impact of big data on green economy

development rather than simply focusing on economic benefits.

Some studies on the economic benefit of big data (e.g., Del

Giudice et al., 2020; Johnson et al., 2021) explored the impact of

big data on industry, workforce, and supply chain. However, few

studies include environment and sustainable concept into the

research framework. It has gradually become a new consensus

that big data plays an important role in promoting green and

sustainable development (Jin et al., 2021). Therefore, this paper

puts forward a new research direction in the field of big data and

economy. It not only expands the research on the economic benefits

of big data, but also provides new ideas for promoting the

development of green economy. Second, a MML (meta-Frontier

Malmquist-Luenberger) productivity index is used to calculate GTFP

for 30 provinces throughout China from 2011 to 2018. This paper

also identifies the dual drivers of GTFP, green technological progress

and green efficiency improvements, which helps to clarify China’s

green economic development status. Third, as for index construction,

this paper divides big data indicators into six sub-indicators based on

different technologies, such as big data, artificial intelligence,

blockchain, Internet of things, cloud computing, and

Hadoop. Decompose each index to identify its decomposition

effect on promoting green economic development. Fourth, based

on econometric analysis, this paper focuses on the mechanism of big

data affecting the green economic development, as well as looking at

the heterogeneous effects of big data on green economic

development, in relation to geographical location, environmental

regulation, digital financial inclusion and economic conditions.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2

provides the introduction of big data and literature review. Section 3

gives theoretical analysis and hypotheses. Section 4 describes the

empirical model, the variables, and the data. Section 5 shows the

empirical results and further discussions. Section 6 summarizes the

conclusions, limitations and provides policy implications.

2 Literature review

2.1 Big data

With the fusion of the human, machine, and material world,

the explosion of data has brought about the networked big data

era. A wide range of Internet technologies, such as big data and
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cloud computing, have been contributed to widespread use in

fields like economy, society, biology, and environment. They

improve the efficiency of information production and

dissemination, and thus promote high-quality development

through innovation and structural upgrading.

As far as research trends are concerned, Jim Gray, who won the

Turing Award, proposed the fourth paradigm, emphasizing data-

intensive scientific research. Top international journals such as

Nature and Science have published special issues on big data

since 2008. In 2011, the famous consulting firm McKinsey

suggested that the application of big data could translate into a

new wave of productivity growth. Aside from academia,

governments around the world are also paying close attention to

the development and application of big data technologies.

United States officials announced in 2012 the “Big Data

Development Plan,” which focuses on the use of big data in areas

such as the environment, engineering, scientific research, etc. In the

same year, the UnitedNations released “Big data for development” to

describe the initial applications of big data and the opportunities and

challenges faced by countries. In China, a BigData Expert Committee

was established by China Computer Federation to discuss scientific

and technical issues related to big data.

Generally, big data refers to a collection of data that cannot be

acquired, managed, and processed by traditional IT tools in a

reasonable amount of time1. Data redundancy, high dimensions,

and complex feature relationships are its main characteristics (Wu

et al., 2014). Big data comes in many forms, ranging from structured

data logically expressed in two-dimensional tables to unstructured

data such as text, images, video, and audio. “Big Data,” published by

VictorMayer-Schönberg andKenneth Kaye in 2013, summarizes the

4 V principles of it, which are Volume (large data capacity), Variety

(multiple types of data), Velocity (rapid processing speed) and Value

(low value density). To extract the hidden value in themassive data, it

would be necessary to apply technologies such as cloud computing

and Hadoop. The use of data coupled with labor, technology, and

management can be used to analyze, judge, and predict natural and

socioeconomic issues.

At present, big data is considered as a strategic information

resource. Research on big data is mainly concerned with the

acquisition, storage, processing, management, and application of

data. Scholars from diverse fields collect and process text data,

high-frequency price data, population and land data, transaction

data, daily business data et al., calculating proxy indicators and

conducting further research. Other research examines the impact

of big data, since it is triggering shifts in various fields such as

pedagogy, healthcare, and transport. In specific, educational big data

is used for employment recommendation and student academic

performance prediction (Bai et al., 2021). As for healthcare industry,

by helping design, analyze and optimize operations, big data leads to

better management of healthcare resources. Mitroshin et al. (2022)

collected and interpreted data of Moscow transport system by using

data mining. In economics research, Magazzino and Mele (2020)

combined supervised Machine Learning and econometric methods

to verify causality.

2.2 Green economic development

Since the Industrial Revolution, human society has created

countless material wealth and economic achievements. However,

environmental problems have also occurred, causing worldwide

attention to the concept of green development. The report of the

19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China highlights

that, as China enters a new stage, it is necessary to adhere to the new

development concept of “innovation, coordination, green, openness,

and sharing.” Since then green economic development has gradually

become a research hot topic.

Researchers are interested in green economic development

mainly in terms of measuring it and studying its influences. As

for measurement of green economic development, foreign scholars

incorporated environmental factors into their calculations and

reached breakthrough results. Based on traditional production

efficiency indicators (Malmquist, 1953; Caves et al., 1982), Chung

et al. (1997) constructed a Malmquist-Luenberger (ML) productivity

function that takes into account undesired outputs like

environmental pollution. Some scholars (Chung et al., 1997;

Watanabe and Tanaka, 2007) use it to measure GTFP. On this

basis, Tao andQi (2012) used theML andGML indices to determine

China’s inter-provincial GTFP under resource and environmental

limitations. With data from 2000–2010, Wang and Huang (2014)

performed a regional analysis of green development efficiency and

green total factor productivity in China.

As for factors influencing green economic development, scholars

examined a lot. Guo Y. et al. (2020) found that industrial

agglomeration has a U-shaped effect on green development in

northeast China. According to Li G. et al. (2021), digital financial

inclusion stimulates green development by aggregating producer

services. Through short- and long-term external finance

mechanisms, Xu et al. (2022) described how environmental

regulation impacts green finance. According to Taş k ı n et al.

(2020), renewable energy consumption and trade openness

contribute to green economic growth. Yue et al. (2016) found that

foreign investment can promote green economic development, but it

will be constrained by threshold conditions such as institutional

environment and industry structure.

2.3 Big data and green economic
development

The drivers of GTFP have been extensively studied in terms

of environmental regulations, human capital, FDI, and industrial1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wild/Bigdata
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agglomeration, but there is relatively little research on the impact

of big data on green economic development.

Literature on big data is divided: one view is that big data can

contribute significantly to green economic development. As a

micro perspective, Intizar Ali et al. (2021) suggested that big data

can enhance enterprise performance by enhancing competitive

advantages. El-Kassar and Singh (2019) pointed out that big data

promoted green innovation in enterprises, thereby encouraging

green growth. Jin et al. (2021) found that big data has become an

increasingly important catalyst for green technology

development. From a macro perspective, digital technologies

such as the Internet of things, big data analytics, cloud

computing, and artificial intelligence are enabling

manufacturing and logistics cooperation to move towards

GTFP (Khan et al., 2021). Liu et al. (2022) found that

digitalization, represented by Internet of things and other

digital technologies, is the primary driver of inclusive green

growth in cities. Considering ecological priority, 43% of

China’s population benefited from the development of digital

technology in 2019 (Wen, 2022). Besides, big data can be used to

guide green building development, new products, green building

materials, and new materials, to implement cleaner production,

and to prevent pollution (Fang, 2018).

There is another view that big data does not necessarily

have a significant impact on green economic development,

and possibly even a negative one. Cowen (2012) pointed out

that computer and Internet technology had not had a

significant impact on productivity. Chasemaghaei and

Calic (2020) categorized big data into three dimensions:

quantity, type, and speed, and found that increasing the

quantity of big data would not improve green efficiency of

enterprises. As Crawford (2013) mentioned, big data analysis

may be biased depending on agendas. Big data analysis is

limited by existing way of collecting and storage, existing

infrastructure, and the lack of experience in green

entrepreneurship, alternative energy, and green production

(Ignatyuk et al., 2020). A study by Brynjolfsson et al. (2017)

also suggested that there are four possible explanations for

the AI productivity paradox: false expectations, measurement

errors, centralized distribution, and dissipation of rent, and

implementation and restructuring delays.

In conclusion, no consensus has been reached on the

impact of big data on green economic development. And

there is a lack of direct research on the relationship between

big data and green economic development. Therefore, this

study analyzes the mechanism of big data on the development

of green economy, providing a new perspective for the green

transformation and upgrading of China’s economy. At the

same time, the relationships between different types of big

data technologies and green economic development are also

examined. These findings will be of great practical

significance to improving China’s digitalization level and

promoting green development.

3 Hypothesis

3.1 Effects of big data on green economic
development

In recent years, information technology has advanced,

Internet of things has spread, cloud computing has grown,

smart devices have become more popular, and the

infrastructure for information has continually improved.

Having established these foundations, big data can flourish.

CPC Central Committee’s Fourth Plenary Session identified

“data” as one of the production factors, and for the first time

explicitly stated that data are involved at all stages of input,

production, and distribution of income. Despite its own

enormous value, big data also creates social value by

collaborating with other factors like labor, capital, and

management. In one hand, big data itself possesses immense

capacity, reproducibility and speed. By generating, refining, and

analyzing data through modern information technology, one can

capture the potential information contained in massive amounts

of data, and maximize value. Meanwhile, integration of big data

and traditional production factors may accelerate the pace of

technological upgrading. Along with the spillover effect of

knowledge and technology, big data creates greater output

with less input.

In practice, green economic development refers to an

economy’s improvement of quality and efficiency through

technological innovation, industrial development, and resource

allocation while protecting the environment and preserving

resources. To realize green economic development strategies,

big data helps promote economic and social changes on micro,

meso, and macro levels.

At the micro level, big data has changed the way of thinking,

and then changed traditional management modes. Data thinking

emphasizes obtaining all data rather than samples, weakening

statistical requirements, and finding correlations rather than

causality (Meng and Zhu, 2013). By obtaining massive

amounts of real-time data, enterprises can leverage technology

to mine value, locate customers’ needs accurately, and streamline

production, operation, and marketing. The study showed that

data-driven decision-making increased the output and

productivity of companies by 5%–6% over those using other

investment and information technologies (Graetz and Michaels,

2015). Further, businesses utilize big data technology to carry out

digital transformation, which optimizes business models and

integrates online and offline resources. The result is improved

production efficiency and reduced resource waste, thereby

achieving sustainable development.

At themeso level, big data facilitates industrial upgrading and

sophistication. In China, secondary industries take up relatively

large proportions. High pollution levels, high energy use, and

high emissions have adversely affected the ecology and

environment. Big data serves as the “rich ore” of the 21st
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century, not only spawning new industries, but also transforming

and upgrading existing ones. By implementing technology, the

industry of big data management and processing has been

formed. Its upstream and downstream industries, especially

those related to electronic information, have also expanded

rapidly. Additionally, big data drives the digital and intelligent

transformation of traditional industries. It improves their

production efficiency and technical level, which helps reduce

resource consumption, increase resource utilization efficiency,

and reduce environmental pollution. As a result, traditional

industries are being innovatively transformed to produce new

service formats, such as smart medical care, smart

manufacturing, etc. By eliminating backward industries unable

to adapt to emerging markets, they have progressed the

modernization of the industrial structure.

At the macro level, big data promotes free flow of data and

improves resource allocation. At present, China’s unbalanced

economic structure and misallocation of resources are impeding

sustainable development. The improvement of the data market

facilitates the marketization of production factors, so as to better

match supply and demand, and thereby facilitate the effective

allocation of resources. Meanwhile, big data enhances public

governance. Governments can carry out macro, systematic, and

scientific analyses andmonitor various economic sectors with the

help of big data. Green economic development strategies and

policies that consider environmental governance, resource

conservation, and economic benefits can be created by the

government to complement market-oriented initiatives.

On the basis of the above analysis, Hypothesis 1 is proposed.

Hypothesis 1: Big data can help drive green economic

development.

3.2 Mechanism

3.2.1 Technological progress
Technological progress is defined as the change in optimal

output caused by the same input over time (Farrell, 1957). At the

micro level, big data can promote the innovation of technology,

organization and business model of enterprises, increasing

optimal output.

Firstly, big data improves the intelligence level of enterprises.

In the rising labor cost scenario, enterprises can use big data

technology to transform production equipment into intelligent

machines, and upgrade their hardware and software. It helps

improve capital returns and labor productivity (Li et al., 2017),

which consolidate and develop company’s own technological

advantages. As the big data market develops, it fosters the flow of

production factors, cross-industry cooperation and information

exchanges. As a result, enterprises are able to introduce and

absorb external technology, promoting their own technological

innovation.

Secondly, open, shared, and unlimited data disrupts

traditional corporate organizational structures. The vertical

management model has broken down, and individuals and

enterprises join as nodes. Thus, a digital, networked, and

collaborative data management platform is replacing the

traditional mode which relies on executives. Using big data

analysis, enterprises refine, update and expand organizational

capabilities by absorbing internal and external resources

extensively. Furthermore, the company promotes an

institutionalized digital organization to adapt to the changing

market environment.

Thirdly, big data helps enterprises improve production and

operations, and it facilitates changes in business models as well.

During the preliminary research phase, companies gather and

process massive amounts of data to determine market demands,

and come up with targeted product solutions. In the research and

development stage, external data and demand information

identify problems timely, so that the technological innovations

of the team can meet customer’s needs. Also, big data technology

can shorten product pilot cycles and prevent resource waste.

Using AR/VR, cloud computing, and other information

technologies to manage and monitor production can save

human capital and improve product quality. In the marketing

stage, enterprises can collect, process, and analyze

multidimensional data, such as product sales and service

evaluation, in order to perform more accurately and

determine effective strategy. Therefore, a green manufacturing

process can be achieved through the use of big data by utilizing

resources more efficiently while improving productivity.

On the basis of transforming micro-enterprises and

individuals, big data further promotes the development and

progress of the industry. According to “The 14th Five-Year

Plan for Big Data Industry Development,” big data is an

emerging strategic industry involved in data generation,

collection, storage, processing, analysis, and service. It is a

comprehensive industry that covers the entire data generation

to application process, i.e., digital industrialization. As a general

information technology, big data also drives the development of

artificial intelligence, cloud computing, and other related

technologies, products, and services, promoting the high-

quality development directly.

As labor, technology, and capital link industries together,

traditional industries are able to undergo digitalization and

intelligent transformation, which is referred to as “industry

digitization.” In terms of business models and organizational

forms, big data technology has transformed traditional

industries, improved the efficiency of production and the

accuracy of supply and demand matching, so that resources

can be allocated more efficiently. Also, integration of big data

technology into traditional industries leads to the advancement

of the industrial structure. “2021–2022 Big Data Industry Report

of China” observes that the Internet, government, finance, and

telecommunications industries have formed new formats using
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big data, including financial technology, data security

governance, and smart medical care. These emerging

industries have advanced technical levels, management

models, and product quality, which are leading industrial

transformation.

Therefore, big data can lead to innovation at the micro-

enterprise level, and industrial development at the meso-level,

thereby enhancing pure technological development. Hypothesis

2a is proposed.

Hypothesis 2a: Green economic development is driven by big

data through technological progress.

3.2.2 Utilization efficiency
Utilization efficiency is measured by the gap between

maximum output and actual output (Farrell, 1957). Through

resource-optimized allocation, big data enhances efficiency.

Firstly, big data improves production efficiency. In a

traditional way, products need to go through the process of

research and development, production, launch, analysis,

adjustment, and reproduction. It is based on post-event

sampling analysis, which is time-consuming and inefficient.

Nowadays, due to big data technology, consumers and

producers are becoming closer. By employing intelligent tools

and technologies during the whole process, producers can get

timely and direct feedback. As opposed to traditional data

analysis, which emphasizes precise sampling, big data

technology is based on full-sample, mixed, real data analysis.

In this way, consumers’ diverse and personalized needs can be

better analyzed to guide production, reduce waste, and improve

efficiency. A recent study shows that companies that invest in big

data can increase their production efficiency by 3%–7% (Müller

et al., 2018).

Secondly, big data transforms organizational efficiency. A

traditional organization model depends on the expansion of

production scale to realize economic benefits. It is relatively

closed, vertical, and linear. With big data, supply-side-oriented

organizational management models based on economies of scale

are gradually giving way to demand-side-oriented organizations

based on economies of scope. Through the use of big data

technology, companies can form collaborative networks to

access data, scenarios, and processes. By effectively integrating

information flow, talent flow, and capital flow, companies can

communicate information between all parties in a short period of

time, making it possible to take action in a timely and accurate

manner. At the same time, big data guides enterprise efficiency

improvement through top-down organizational reform, and

optimizes business through bottom-up technology

empowerment. It performs the role of operational

management and detailed tracking, thereby improving

enterprise efficiency.

Thirdly, due to big data, transaction efficiency has improved.

Knowledge and information flow incompletely in traditional

markets. Asymmetric information results in market failures

such as adverse selection and moral hazard, causing a low

transaction efficiency. However, big data era has greatly

accelerated information circulation and dissemination due to

its large capacity, rapid dissemination speed, and dynamic

feedback. In the purchasing process, upstream and

downstream enterprises communicate and monitor each other

online instead of on-site, so cost is reduced and quality is

guaranteed. To analyze consumer data comprehensively,

companies use big data algorithms to target individual

consumers. They accurately recommend suitable products to

customers and place advertisements, which increases the success

rate of transactions. In the circulation link, enterprises benefit

from big data technology by receiving timely updates and

feedback from offline sources. As a consequence, companies

can arrange their own business ahead of time to shorten

circulation times and improve overall transaction efficiency.

On the basis of the above analysis, Hypothesis 2b is proposed.

Hypothesis 2b: Green economic development is driven by big

data through efficiency improvement.

3.3 Heterogeneity analysis

3.3.1 Regional heterogeneity
In China, regional development is unbalanced, and

infrastructure construction, natural resources, and industrial

layouts differ considerably among the eastern, central, and

western parts of the nation. Regional TFP in China is found

to be “high in the east and low in the west” according to some

scholars. As a high-tech Frontier demonstration area, the eastern

region has the advantages of resources, technology, and talent.

Since the central region has taken over its industrial transfer from

the eastern region, it also has advanced resources and

infrastructure, such as the Industrial Internet and the IoT.

Therefore, big data technology gathers various production

factors, such as labor and energy, facilitating technological

progress in the central and eastern regions, which enhances

green economic development. In the western region,

production methods are fairly extensive, and there are

problems such as insufficient factor endowment and resources

shortages. As a result of imperfect information infrastructure,

modern information technology cannot fully contribute to

sustainable development.

Rapid industrialization brought environmental problems

such as high energy consumption and pollution, as well as

damaging economic interests. In this regard, effective

environmental governance helps promote high-quality

development by improving the ecological environment.

According to the “2021 China Environmental Status Bulletin,”

water governance, air pollution, and soil pollution have been

greatly improved the past few years, and environmental
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protection supervision has been bolstered. It indicates that

innovative environmental governance policies, like the river

chief system, can significantly alleviate environmental external

pressures. The government’s emphasis on environmental

governance allows local officials to consider environmental

protection when urging enterprises to produce and operate.

As a result of appropriate environmental regulation,

enterprises are more likely to innovate technologically and

implement energy-saving and emission-reducing equipment

(Porter and Linde, 1995). Meanwhile, local governments

encourage industries to form a cluster of environmentally

friendly enterprises. This approach can convert traditional

extensive production methods to low-carbon and green ones,

eliminate high-polluting production capacities, and improve

economic quality and quantity.

Technology empowers traditional finance, which benefits all

groups by improving convenience and accessibility to financial

services. Peking University’s Digital Financial Inclusion Index

(2011–2020) shows a 29.1% annual growth rate in the province’s

level, indicating its new stage of deep expansion (Guo F. et al.,

2020). The majority of studies suggest that digital financial

inclusion plays an important role in the promotion of green

economic development. Using emerging technologies, such as

big data and cloud computing, inclusive finance can offer suitable

services to underdeveloped areas, small businesses, and low-

income groups that are not covered by traditional finance,

thereby reducing financing constraints and encouraging

technological innovation (Hottenrott and Peters, 2012).

Especially in the area of low-carbon and environmentally

friendly production, there are many small and sophisticated

companies whose financial needs can be accommodated by

digital finance. By eliminating outdated technologies and

developing new ones that are energy-saving and

environmentally friendly, digital financial inclusion stimulates

technology spillover effects and improve GTFP. It, therefore,

promotes the optimization and upgrading of industrial structures

by stimulating the vitality of entrepreneurship, improving the

technological innovation of businesses, and thereby promoting

inclusive and sustainable growth of the economy.

On the basis of the above analysis, Hypothesis 3 is proposed.

Hypothesis 3. Regional heterogeneities exist in the role of big

data in promoting green economic development.

3.3.2 Temporal heterogeneity
On the basis of the research of Hodrick and Prescott (1997),

this paper divides the economy stage of China into two stages: a

good one and a sluggish one. During the sluggish economy stage,

several derivative crises occurred, such as the European and

American debt crises. During this time, China’s economic growth

depended on large-scale industrial investment and infrastructure

development. In the good economy stage, China entered a period

of economic “new normal,” characterized by a change in growth

rate, optimization of industrial structure, and a transformation of

development momentum. This period saw a gradual rise in the

tertiary industry, while consumption played an increasingly

crucial role in economic development. Therefore, the

transformation of economic cycle can be explained by

transforming macroeconomic management from stimulating

to nurturing, promoting technological innovation and

industrial restructuring. It marks the beginning of a long-term

growth trend in GDP and prepares the ground for the

development of big data.

Therefore, Hypothesis 4 is proposed as follow:

Hypothesis 4. Big data’s impact on green economic

development is heterogeneous across economic stages.

Figure 1 presents the theoretical framework of big data

affecting green economic development.

4 Research method

4.1 Measurement of green total factor
productivity

4.1.1 Model specification
TFP (total factor productivity) refers to the speed at

which economic growth occurs when the inputs of capital,

labor, and other factors remain constant (Solow, 1957). In

comparison with quantitative indicators of economic growth

such as GDP, TFP can better reflect the quality of economic

growth. As Farrell (1957) explains, changes in TFP are a

function of technological progress and the efficiency of

technology use. In order to measure green economic

development, scholars mainly use GTFP (Chung et al.,

1997; Watanabe and Tanaka, 2007). Labor, capital, and

energy inputs are accounted for in the GTFP, as well as

increases in desired outputs and decreases in undesired

outputs. This aligns with the energy and environmental

problems that China will be solving during economic

development.

Currently, the non-parametric Malmquist index method is

widely used in research. Shi and Li (2019) used MML

productivity index to evaluate GTFP of China’s

manufacturing. Based on the SBM model, Li J. et al. (2021)

constructed MML index to comprehensively access GTFP on

Chinese laying hens (GTCL). A quantitative analysis of the

changes in industrial GTFP in the Yangtze River Economic

Zone was performed by Zhang et al. (2022) using the MML

index which takes into account expected and unexpected output.

The key benefit of the MML index is its ability to avoid the

mutual concealment of technological advancements and efficacy

in research, so that the conclusion is more accurate.

This paper constructs the MML model using the MINDW

distance function instead of the traditional SBM distance
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function. As in the SBM distance function, the projected

point of the evaluated DMU is the farthest point on the

Frontier from the evaluated DMU, which is a shortcoming as

well as unreasonable. In the evaluator’s perspective, the

shortest path is expected to reach the Frontier, but the

target value provided by the SBM model is quite contrary

to this (Cheng, 2015). In the MINDW distance function, the

projected point on the effective front is the nearest point to

the evaluated unit, which is more reasonable and in line with

how the evaluators expect. Therefore, this paper uses the

MML (meta-Frontier Malmquist-Luenberger) productivity

index to calculate GTFP for 30 provinces of China from

2011 to 2018. It is decomposed into green technological

progress index and green efficiency improvement index,

which indicate how much technological innovation has

taken place and how much efficiency has been improved.

According to Oh and Lee (2010), this paper constructs an

estimation model of the dynamic productivity index, namely the

global MINDW-MML model. Assuming that all decision units

can be divided into G groups with different technical possibilities,

the production possibility set of Group g (g � 1, 2, . . . . . . , G) is
expressed as Pg, then this paper can define the current reference

set Pt
g for each group g, the current reference set Pt

G for all

groups, the intertemporal reference set PI
g for each group, and the

global reference set PG for all groups:

Pt
g � {(xt

g, y
t
g, b

t
g)∣∣∣∣∣xt

g ≥Xt
gλ

t
g, y

t
g ≤Yt

gλ
t
g, b

t
g ≥Bt

gλ
t
g, λ

t
g ≥ 0}

Pt
G � {(xt

G, y
t
G, b

t
G)∣∣∣∣xt

G ≥Xt
Gλ

t
G, y

t
G ≤Yt

Gλ
t
G, b

t
G ≥Bt

Gλ
t
G, λ

t
G ≥ 0}

PI
g � conv{P1

g ∪ P2
g ∪ ... ∪ PT

g}
PG � conv{PI

1 ∪ PI
2 ∪ ... ∪ PI

G}
(1)

Among them, the current reference set Pt
g of group g consists

of observations of this group in the t period (Pastor and Lovell

2005); the intertemporal reference set PI
g of group g consists of

observations of this group in all periods (Tulkens and Eeckaut

1995), and this reference set is a global reference within a group;

the global reference set PG for all groups consists of observations

of all groups in all periods, ie it covers not only each period but

also every observation in each group. Here, this paper divides all

decision-making units into three groups according to the

technical differences that may exist between regions. Group 1,

Group 2, and Group 3 are respectively composed of cities located

in the eastern, central, and western regions of China. Therefore,

G � 3.

For group g (g � 1, 2, . . . . . . , G), the global reference is

used to calculate the TFP index. Since each period refers to

the same Frontier, the global ML index within a group is in the

single form as follows:

MLg(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1, xt, yt, bt) � IEg
MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
IEg

MINDW(xt, yt, bt) (2)

FIGURE 1
Mechanism of big Data’s impact on green economic development.
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In Eq. 2, IEg
MINDW(xt, yt, bt) and IEg

MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1) are
the efficiency values in the t and t + 1 periods, respectively.

Calculated by the MINDW distance function and the inter-

temporal reference set PI
g of the group, these values are

obtained comparing with the production Frontier of the group

in which the DMUs are located.

Similarly, based on the MINDW distance function and the

global reference set PG for all groups, a global ML index based on

a common Frontier, namely the global MML index, can be

obtained:

MMLG(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1, xt, yt, bt) � IEG
MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
IEG

MINDW(xt, yt, bt)
(3)

In Eq. 3, IEG
MINDW(xt, yt, bt) and IEG

MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1) are
the efficiency values in the t and t + 1 periods respectively,

calculated by the MINDW distance function and the global

reference set PG. Like the global ML index, the intertemporal

parameters of the global MML index refer to the same Frontier,

and therefore, are also in the form of a single exponent.

Further, the intra-group global ML index and the global

MML index considering all groups can be decomposed. First, this

paper defines the change in efficiency as the efficiency change

index. Although the same global Frontier is referred when

calculating the global ML index or MML index, calculation of

the changes in efficiency still needs to refer to the respective

frontiers of each period, namely:

ECg � IEg,t+1
MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
IEg,t

MINDW(xt, yt, bt) ,

ECG � IEG,t+1
MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
IEG,t

MINDW(xt, yt, bt)
(4)

In Eq. 4, IEg,t
MINDW(xt, yt, bt) and IEg,t+1

MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
are the efficiency values based on the current reference setPt

g in the t

period and Pt+1
g in t + 1 period within a group. While

IEG,t
MINDW(xt, yt, bt) and IEG,t+1

MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1) are the

efficiency values based on the current reference set Pt
G in the t

period and Pt+1
G in the t + 1 period which consider all the groups.

Additionally, the extent to which the group t + 1 Frontier is

close to the group global Frontier and the extent to which the t + 1

Frontier of all groups is close to the global Frontier of all groups can

be expressed as IEg
MINDW(xt+1 ,yt+1 ,bt+1)

IEg,t+1
MINDW(xt+1 ,yt+1 ,bt+1) and IEG

MINDW(xt+1 ,yt+1 ,bt+1)
IEG,t+1

MINDW(xt+1 ,yt+1 ,bt+1)
separately. Correspondingly, the extent to which the group t

Frontier is close to the group global Frontier and the extent to

which the t Frontier of all groups is close to the global Frontier of all

groups can be expressed as IEg
MINDW(xt,yt,bt)

IEg,t
MINDW(xt,yt,bt) and IEG

MINDW(xt,yt,bt)
IEG,t

MINDW(xt,yt,bt)
separately, and the larger the ratio, the closer the t + 1 Frontier is

to the global Frontier. The changes of the distance to global Frontier

could be represented by BPCg:

BPCg � BPGg,t+1

BPGg,t
(5)

where BPGg,t+1 � IEg
MINDW(xt+1 ,yt+1 ,bt+1)

IEg,t+1
MINDW(xt+1 ,yt+1 ,bt+1), BPGg,t � IEg

MINDW(xt,yt,bt)
IEg,t

MINDW(xt,yt,bt).
Here, BPCg,t represents the gap between the t Frontier and

the global Frontier of the group, and BPCg indicates the

change of the gap from t to t + 1 period, which is

equivalent to the change of technology in the

group. Similarly, the changes of the Frontier of all groups

from t to t + 1 could be expressed as:

TCG � (IEG
MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)

IEG,t+1
MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1))/(IEG

MINDW(xt, yt, bt)
IEG,t

MINDW(xt, yt, bt))
(6)

In Eq. 6, TCG is the technology change which considers all

groups.

At the same time, this paper can also define TGR

(Technological Gap Ratio) and its change Technological Gap

Change. TGR connects the common Frontier of all groups and

the Frontier of a single group, measuring the gaps between them,

which is the efficiency gap of a decision-making unit under

different frontiers. The larger TGR is, the closer the actual

efficiency is to the potential efficiency. Specifically, TGR and

its change TGC can be defined as:

TGRt � IEG
MINDW(xt, yt, bt)

IEg
MINDW(xt, yt, bt), TGC � TGRt+1

TGRt
(7)

Based on the above definitions of Efficiency Change,

Technological Change and Technological Gap Ratio, this

paper can decompose the global ML index within a group

and the global MML index of all groups. There, as Eq. 8

shows, the global ML index within a group could be

decomposed into ECg, which measures the efficiency

change from t to t + 1 period based on the current reference

set within a group, and BPCg, which measures the gap

between the current Frontier and the global Frontier within

a group.

MLg(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1, xt, yt, bt) � IEg
MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
IEg

MINDW(xt, yt, bt)

� IEg,t+1
MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
IEg,t

MINDW(xt, yt, bt) ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
IEg

MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
IEg,t+1

MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
IEg

MINDW(xt, yt, bt)
IEg,t

MINDW(xt, yt, bt)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

� IEg,t+1
MINDW

IEg,t
MINDW

(BPGg,t+1

BPGg,t )
� ECg × BPCg

(8)

Similarly, the global MML index based on all groups can

also be decomposed into ECG based on the current reference

set of all groups, and TCG, which measures the technological

change based on all groups. The decomposition process is as

follows:
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MMLG(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1, xt, yt, bt) � IEG
MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
IEG

MINDW(xt, yt, bt)

� IEG,t+1
MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
IEG,t

MINDW(xt, yt, bt) ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
IEG

MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
IEG,t+1

MINDW(xt+1, yt+1, bt+1)
IEG

MINDW(xt, yt, bt)
IEG,t

MINDW(xt, yt, bt)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

� IEG,t+1
MINDW

IEG,t
MINDW

(TCG,t+1

TCG,t )
� ECG × TCG

(9)

4.1.2 Data and variables
To keep the sample data comparable and reliable, the paper

selects 30 provinces (autonomous regions and municipalities) in

China as research samples from 2011 to 2018. The inputs,

desirable outputs and undesirable output used for estimation

come from China’s Urban Statistical Yearbook, China Land

Resources Statistical Yearbook, China Urban Construction

Statistical Yearbook, China Statistical Yearbook, Wind

database and CEIC database.

4.1.2.1 Input variables

The input variables used for efficiency estimation involve

three input variables: labor, capital, and energy. Firstly, this

paper selects the number of employees in the unit as the

measure of labor. Secondly, for the selection of energy

indicators, this paper uses energy inputs from the

province’s annual industrial electricity consumption.

Finally, this paper takes the “perpetual inventory method”

one step further in estimating capital stock at provinces based

on the depreciation period.

4.1.2.2 Desirable output variables

The desirable output variable is the actual province-level

GDP based on year 2000. The GDP index (previous year =

100) reflecting the actual GDP growth can be obtained from

the Wind database. Based on the nominal GDP and the GDP

Index, this paper can obtain the actual values of each

province. Gross domestic product and GDP deflator (year

2000 = 100).

4.1.2.3 Undesirable output variables

This paper takes environmental pollutants during

production as the undesirable output of production process.

This paper utilizes three indicators as the undesired outputs,

namely, industrial wastewater discharge, industrial soot

discharge, and industrial sulfur dioxide production. It appears

that the higher the value of these three indicators, the more

undesired output and the more serious the environmental

pollution problem is.

4.2 Measurement of big data

Using the Baidu Index keyword search big data and the

required supporting technology, this paper chooses big data,

artificial intelligence, blockchain, Internet of things, cloud

computing, Hadoop, and data mining as the technologies to

index. Specifically, Baidu’s index is searched for keywords plus

provinces or municipalities in order to obtain the number of daily

news headlines in each region. With the help of web crawler

technology, the paper sums the daily data of each region every

year, and then integrates the daily data into annual data. Finally,

it summarizes the annual data of each region and year, and

obtains a dataset of big data indicators.

4.3 Empirical models

As a test of Hypothesis 1, this paper introduces an

econometric model that identifies the role of big data in

promoting green economic development.

TFP MIit � α + βBigDatait + γControlsit + εit (10)

In this case, TFP MIit represents green economic

development level, which is measured by the global MML

index MMLG. BigDatait describes the technology level of big

data. There are several control variables, including urbanization,

informatization, government investment in science and

technology, human capital, and industrial structure. And then,

i is the region, t is the time.

As for Hypotheses 2a, 2b this paper examines how big data

contributes to green economic development through

technological progress and efficiency improvement.

TFP TCit � α + βBigDatait + γControlsit + εit (11)
TFP ECit � α + βBigDatait + γControlsit + εit (12)

Where TFP TCit andTFP ECit represent technological changes

and efficiency changes derived from global MML index

decomposition, namely TCG and ECG.

In addition, this paper examines the role of big data sub-

indicators in promoting green economic development.

TFP TCit � α + βDIndexit + γControlsit + εit (13)
TFP ECit � α + βDIndexit + γControlsit + εit (14)

In this case, DIndexit represents blockchain, cloud computing,

Internet of things, artificial intelligence, and Hadoop,

respectively.

To test Hypothesis 3, this paper conducts a sub-sample

regression of 30 provinces and cities based on their

geographic location, environmental governance level, and

development of digital inclusive finance. Firstly, this paper

divides the provinces into three geographical regions: east,

middle, and west, and perform empirical analysis on each
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region. Secondly, based on the average number of national and

provincial environmental protection professionals in each

province, the top 15 provinces are classified as having high

environmental governance levels, and the bottom 15 as having

low ones. Finally, based on the average level of financial inclusion

in each province, it is divided into two groups. Regressions are

used to determine whether there are differences in the promotion

of big data across provinces.

According to Hypothesis 4, the data of each province are

divided into two stages based on economic states. This paper

adopts HP filtering method to identify the state of economic

development, and conducts HP filtering processing on the GDP

data measured by constant price in each province (Hodrick and

Prescott, 1997). If the GDP data is greater than the HP trend, it

indicates that the economy stage is good, otherwise, the economy

stage is sluggish.

4.4 Control variables

Based on existing literature, the model incorporates multiple

inter-provincial variables, such as urbanization rate (Urban),

technological innovation level (Base), government investments

in science and technology (Gov), human capital level (Labor),

and industrial structure (Industry).

Urbanization rate (Urban). This paper uses town population/

total population to represent urbanization rate. As a measure of

economic and social progress, the urbanization rate reflects

changes in population, society, and economy. The continuous

migration of people to cities has resulted in the transfer of labor

resources from low-productive sectors to higher-productive

ones. Thus, urbanization has a significant impact on economic

development.

Informatization level (Base). The per GDP postal service

volume is used to illustrate the level of technological innovation.

An increase in informatization leads to a more efficient flow of

factors, which promotes regional economic development. Also,

Madden and Savage (2000) found telecommunication

infrastructure to be a critical component of economic

development in transition countries.

Government investments in science and technology (Gov).

Under fiscal decentralization, regional productivity can be

affected by government intervention. This article uses the

proportion of federal science and technology funding to local

spending for measurement. Spending more on science, education

and other fields will help form human capital, increase scientific

and technical personnel, and improve economic development

quality.

Human capital level (Labor). Considering the differences in

human capital between different educational levels, this paper

estimates the human capital level of a province based on the

logarithm of college students. TFP growth is highly correlated

with human capital stock, according to Benhabib and Spiegal (1994).

Industrial structure (Industry). Industrial structure reflects

the economic development model of a region, which in this paper

is reflected in the proportion of the secondary industry. In

industries with a large proportion of high-production

efficiency enterprises, its efficiency, energy utilization rate, and

environmental efficiency are higher. Optimization and

upgrading of the industrial structure help improve resource

allocation efficiency.

The descriptive statistics based on annual data from 2011 to

2018, are shown in Table 1. The average value of GTFP is about

1.0015. The average values of green technological progress and

green efficiency change are 1.0024 and 0.9991, respectively. They

show lower standard variation (around 0.008) than total green

economic development (around 0.009). Besides, standard

deviations of blockchain and industry structure are large,

indicating a significant difference among different provinces.

5 Empirical results

5.1 Effects of big data on green economic
development

Table 2 shows the regression results. With regard to the core

variable big data, column (1) shows that the regression coefficient

for big data is 0.004 without taking control variables into account.

In columns (2), (3), and (4), the regression coefficient is

0.005 when control variables are considered, and all are

significant at the 1% level. These results indicate that big data

plays a significant role in promoting green economic

development, supporting Hypothesis 1. This finding is similar

to that of the Xu et al. (2019) and Liu et al. (2022). Modern

information and advanced technologies, such as the big data,

TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics.

Variable Mean S.D. Minimum Maximum

TFP_MI 1.0015 0.0091 0.9532 1.0681

TFP_TC 1.0024 0.0083 0.9532 1.0402

TFP_EC 0.9991 0.0078 0.9567 1.0547

InBigData 13.1517 0.0078 10.3130 14.8857

InBlockchain 11.2019 1.4617 4.7622 13.8763

InCloud 11.0097 0.5879 8.6814 12.4769

InInternet 11.2302 0.6500 8.9821 12.7954

InAI 11.2648 0.7617 8.6940 13.1198

InHadoop 10.7177 0.8464 6.8814 12.6778

Urban 0.5315 0.1456 0.2071 0.8961

Base 0.0601 0.0366 0.0143 0.2356

Gov 0.1871 0.1421 0.0023 0.0720

Labor 7.7330 0.3521 6.8079 8.8390

Industry 45.2832 8.5348 16.2000 61.5000
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have become increasingly important to all aspects of economy,

society, and ecology (Anser et al., 2021). Big data improves

enterprise production efficiency at the micro level, promotes

industrial development at the medium level, optimizes resource

allocation at the macro level. By achieving inclusive growth in the

economic utilization of resources and environmental protection,

it promotes the development of green economy.

In terms of control variables, first, the regression coefficient

for urbanization rate on green economic development level is

positive at 10%. The massive migration of rural populations to

cities leads to an agglomeration of population and industries,

bringing about high-quality development through economies of

scale. It is also consistent with Burton’s (2000) findings that

higher urban density improves environmental quality.

Second, the level of informatization has no significant impact

on green economic development. A region’s postal service

reflects its level of informatization. As reported in “60 Years

of New China: Rapid Development of Post and

Telecommunications Industry,” China’s mobile phone and

Internet user growth rate has passed the point of rapid

growth, showing a significant slowdown. In the early stages of

reform and opening up, the communication business brought

great achievements. Nevertheless, with the development of

mobile Internet and big data, it is no longer relevant to high-

quality economic development. It is consistent with the findings

of researchers Zheng et al. (2014) that telecom infrastructure

contributed gradually less to China’s economic growth

after 2000.

Third, for green economic development, government

investment in science and technology is negative at 10%. As

defined by UNESCO, science and technology investment can be

divided into basic research, applied research, and experimental

development. Among these, basic research supports high-quality

economic development. It is a known fact that China has an

unreasonable structure of science and technology expenditures,

and basic research expenditures are poor (Li, 2011). As a result,

increasing the proportion of fiscal science and technology

expenditures affects its green economic development negatively.

Lastly, education level and industrial structure have no

significant influence on green economic development. As

China’s development stage changes, the contribution of labor

factors to the green economy is becoming less important. It is

possible that this is the reason why education has no significant

effect on green economic development. It also echoes the

conclusion made by some scholars that human capital has a

threshold effect and a nonlinear effect on green economic

efficiency. In terms of industrial structure, since the

development of the secondary industry is one of the major

causes of environmental pollution, the proportion of the

secondary industry is used to evaluate the structure. Possibly,

the industrial structure of China does not have a significant

impact due to its recent overserving trend, which also challenges

the conclusions of previous research (Auty, 1997; Dinda, 2004).

5.2 Mechanism

For a deeper understanding of the mechanism of big data for

green economic development, this paper examines the two

channels of technological progress and efficiency

improvement. Table 3 shows the results. Column (1) and (2)

indicate that the regression coefficient for big data on

technological progress is 0.003, and both are significant at 5%.

Also, column (3) and (4) show that big data for efficiency

improvement has a regression coefficient of 0.002 at the

significant level of 10%. Hence, big data drives the level of

green economic development through technological

advancements and efficiency improvements. GTFP growth is

driven by “two wheels,” in which technological progress plays a

bigger role. Due to the application of big data technology, data

TABLE 2 Empirical results of big Data’s impact on green economic development.

Variable TFP_MI

(1) (2) (3) (4)

BigData 0.004*** (6.14) 0.005*** (5.13) 0.005*** (5.21) 0.005*** (5.25)

Urban 0.013 (1.95) 0.017* (2.21) 0.018* (2.29)

Base 0.018 (0.85) 0.014 (0.63) 0.019 (0.82)

Gov −0.140* (−2.32) −0.146* (−2.41) −0.149* (−2.45)

Labor −0.003 (−1.05) −0.003 (−1.02)

Industry 0.000 (0.67)

Cons 0.945*** (99.81) 0.935*** (80.97) 0.951*** (49.72) 0.947*** (46.74)

Observations 240 240 240 240

R2 0.137 0.160 0.164 0.165

Note: T-statistics are reported in brackets. ***, **, and * denote significance levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. The same below.
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becomes more and more important. Companies that take the

lead in digital transformation can gain the upper hand in the

market, thereby accumulating valuable data resources and

forming monopolies. At the same time, through the

application of big data technology, enterprises can carry out

intelligent transformation for their own production, organization

and operation, improving their production efficiency and

reducing the waste of resources. Furthermore, the extensive

application of modern information technology makes the

industries related to big data get unprecedented development,

and promotes the integration of industries, which is conducive to

technological innovation and practice. However, for traditional

enterprises that rely on large-scale equipment for production and

operation, it takes considerable time and money to adapt to

transformation (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2000). With the

emergence of big data, standardized products are gradually

difficult to meet diversified and personalized needs, which

reduces the overall efficiency improvement. Therefore, big

data plays a greater role in advancing technology than in

improving efficiency.

In terms of control variables, first, urbanization has a

differential effect on technological progress and efficiency.

Urbanization rate is positively correlated at the 10% level for

the former, but not for the latter. This indicates that technological

progress is more important than efficiency improvements in

promoting urbanization to green economic development.

Second, the level of communication service has opposite

effects on technology progress and efficiency. There is a

significant positive regression coefficient for the former, and a

significant negative regression coefficient for the latter at the 5%

and 10% levels. Other scholars have found similar results. Wang

and Li. (2019) determined that the ASEAN’s construction of

information infrastructure promotes technological progress, but

hinders the improvement of technological efficiency.

Finally, government technology investment impacts

technological progress and efficiency differently. Investing in

science and technology by the government has a negative

effect on the former at the 10% level, but no significant effect

on the latter. The reason could be that the funding is likely given

to SOEs and politically connected companies. These companies

are generally inferior to non-state-owned companies at

transforming innovations, which hinders the overall market

from progressing technologically.

Big data technology includes factors such as artificial

intelligence, blockchain, IoT, cloud computing, and

Hadoop. This paper examines the role of these big data sub-

indicators in promoting green economic development. The

results are presented in Table 4. It is shown that blockchain

development results in improved technical efficiency, and

artificial intelligence, IoT, cloud computing, and Hadoop

development lead to technological progress, which in turn

facilitates green economic development.

Blockchain’s regression coefficient for technical efficiency is

0.002, which is significant at 1%. It appears that blockchain can

improve the efficiency of production because of its

decentralization, non-tampering, and de-trust characteristics,

thereby increasing the digitalization level of provinces.

Researchers also showed that blockchain technology can aid

enterprises to achieve green transformations through quasi-

natural experiments (Li and Feng, 2021).

Cloud computing’s regression coefficient for technological

progress is 0.004, which is significant at 1%. At the core of the

city’s new infrastructure, cloud computing agglomerates the

industrial chain in a horizontal and vertical manner. It can

advance information technology and make better use of data

resources, which improves the technical level of the province

where it is located.

The regression coefficient for IoT and technological progress

is 0.004, and it is significant at the 1% level. IoT technology

integrates information technology with physical industry by

organically interconnecting people and things in production.

Also, new demands in the industrial chain have encouraged

TABLE 3 Analysis of mechanisms affecting green economic development.

Variable TFP_TC TFP_EC

(1) (2) (3) (4)

BigData 0.003** (3.30) 0.003** (3.29) 0.002* (2.30) 0.002* (2.34)

Urban 0.016* (2.34) 0.016* (2.32) 0.001 (0.14) 0.002 (0.25)

Base 0.073*** (3.83) 0.074*** (3.64) −0.059** (−2.76) −0.054* (−2.40)

Gov −0.128* (−2.39) −0.129* (−2.39) −0.018 (−0.30) −0.020 (−0.34)

Labor −0.002 (−0.97) -0.002 (0.96) −0.001 (−1.19) -0.000 (-0.17)

Industry 0.000 (0.14) 0.000 (0.56)

Cons 0.975*** (57.62) 0.974*** (54.33) 0.977*** (52.09) 0.973*** (48.99)

Observations 240 240 240 240

R2 0.165 0.165 0.048 0.050
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the development of data mining technology, new energy

technology, etc., forming a new technology chain.

In 1% of cases, artificial intelligence shows a significant

correlation with technological progress, with a regression

coefficient of 0.04. It demonstrates how artificial intelligence

can improve production, increasing the attractiveness of the real

economy and improving technology.

Hadoop’s regression coefficient for technological progress is

0.003 at the 5% level, which is significant. According to recent

studies, Hadoop, as a platform for distributing information, has

been widely used and has contributed to the development of big

data processing technology for its low cost, cross-platform

capabilities, and high fault tolerance.

5.3 Regional heterogeneity analysis

5.3.1 Heterogeneity analysis in geographical
differences

The economy of China is characterized by spatial gradients.

Using the three economic belts proposed in the “Seventh Five-

Year Plan,” this paper divides China’s provinces and cities into

eastern, central and western regions. Results of regression are

reported in Table 5. The coefficients of big data are obviously

heterogeneous, which is similar to that of the current papers (Wu

et al., 2021). In the eastern and central regions, big data and

technological progress are positively correlated at the 5% level,

suggesting the regions take full advantage of technological

progress to promote green economic development. However,

big data has not significantly improved the efficiency of

technology use. Rather than using technology directly to

improve enterprises’ technical efficiency, the eastern and

central regions mainly promote technological upgrades

through smart technologies like big data. In the western

region, no relationship between big data and green technology

progress and green efficiency improvement has been found. It is

due to the fact that big data technology is still in its infancy in the

western of China, the industry is still underdeveloped, and there

is a big gap between it and the rest of the country.

5.3.2 Heterogeneity analysis in environmental
governance levels

A dichotomy method is used based on the average of the

number of national and provincial personnel contributing to the

environmental protection system. Therefore, provinces are

divided into low environmental governance groups (below the

average) and high ones (above average). Table 6 presents the

results. The coefficient of big data on technical progress in areas

TABLE 4 Empirical results of big data sub-indicators’ impact on green economic development.

Variable TFP_TC TFP_EC

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Blockchain −0.000
(−0.47)

0.002***
(4.23)

Cloud 0.004***
(3.59)

0.001 (0.99)

Internet 0.004***
(4.61)

0.002 (1.62)

AI 0.004***
(5.42)

0.001 (1.44)

Hadoop 0.003**
(2.83)

0.002 (1.53)

Urban 0.014*
(1.98)

0.016*
(2.27)

0.016* (2.27) 0.017* (2.49) 0.017*
(2.35)

0.000 (0.05) 0.001 (0.11) 0.001 (0.11) 0.001 (0.14) 0.002 (0.23)

Base 0.095***
(4.52)

0.084***
(4.27)

0.071***
(3.59)

0.055**
(2.74)

0.080***
(3.93)

−0.067**
(−3.03)

−0.043
(−1.92)

−0.049*
(−2.15)

−0.052*
(−2.21)

−0.048*
(−2.12)

Gov −0.060
(−1.16)

−0.119*
(−2.28)

−0.161**
(−3.02)

−0.156**
(−3.05)

−0.134*
(−2.38)

−0.002
(−0.03)

0.014 (0.24) −0.008
(−0.13)

0.003 (0.05) −0.011
(−0.18)

Labor 0.000 (0.08) −0.002
(−0.93)

−0.002
(−1.09)

−0.003
(−1.48)

−0.002
(−1.00)

−0.002
(−0.26)

0.001 (0.25) 0.000 (0.13) 0.000 (0.12) −0.000
(−0.05)

Industry −0.000
(−0.29)

0.000 (0.10) −0.000
(−0.26)

0.000 (0.09) 0.000 (0.33) 0.000 (0.88) 0.000 (0.39) 0.000 (0.29) 0.000 (0.39) 0.000 (0.60)

Cons 0.994***
(57.61)

0.971***
(54.10)

0.965***
(54.64)

0.973***
(58.17)

0.985***
(57.10)

0.987***
(54.16)

0.982***
(48.69)

0.977***
(48.61)

0.982***
(50.74)

0.983***
(51.42)

Observations 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240

R2 0.127 0.172 0.199 0.224 0.155 0.097 0.031 0.038 0.036 0.037
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with high environmental governance is 0.005, and its significance

level is 1%, while the coefficient on technical efficiency in areas

with low environmental governance is 0.004, and it is significant

at the level of 10%. Big data primarily improves green economic

development in high environmental governance areas by

promoting technological progress, while it mainly improves

green economic development in low environmental

governance areas by optimizing technology utilization efficiency.

High-level environmental governance areas have good

environmental infrastructure construction and governance

inspection teams, as well as more environmentally friendly

enterprises and advanced industries. Taking advantage of big

data, it can accelerate the progress of technologies such as energy

conservation and emissions reduction on the original basis. This

helps generate more scientific research and innovation results

that promote green economic development, and optimize and

upgrade the industrial structure. In areas with low environmental

governance, due to poor environmental awareness, an

atmosphere that is conducive to the greening of the industry

has not yet been created, and traditional production forms

continue to prevail. In the current state, big data technology

aims to improve the level of information services in order to

improve production and transaction efficiency.

5.3.3 Heterogeneity analysis in digital financial
inclusion levels

According to average levels of digital financial inclusion in

each province, this paper divides China’s provinces into low

financial inclusion (below the average) and high financial

inclusion provinces (above the average). Table 7 presents the

results. Big data contributes significantly to technological

progress in areas with high financial inclusion levels (0.006),

while big data contributes significantly to technical efficiency in

areas with low financial inclusion levels (0.003).

Digital finance has better coverage, depth of use, and

digitalization in regions where financial inclusion is high. In

TABLE 5 Empirical results of geographical heterogeneity.

Variable Eastern and central regions Western region

(1)TFP_TC (2)TFP_EC (3)TFP_TC (4)TFP_EC

BigData 0.003** (3.05) 0.002 (1.94) 0.001 (0.71) 0.002 (0.66)

Urban 0.015 (1.79) −0.015 (−1.63) −0.001 (−0.07) 0.026 (1.41)

Base 0.086** (2.75) −0.000 (0.00) 0.106** (3.41) −0.095* (−2.60)

Gov −0.162** (−2.75) −0.020 (−0.32) −0.726* (−2.53) −0.330 (0.98)

Labor -0.001 (-0.20) 0.005 (1.47) 0.002 (0.45) −0.007 (−1.40)

Industry 0.000 (0.44) 0.000 (0.14) -0.000 (-0.08) 0.000 (0.60)

Cons 0.956*** (33.12) 0.936*** (30.51) 0.975*** (37.51) 1.011*** (33.10)

Observations 240 240 240 240

R2 0.185 0.225 0.045 0.155

TABLE 6 Empirical results of environmental governance heterogeneity.

Variable Low environmental governance High environmental governance

(1)TFP_TC (2)TFP_EC (3)TFP_TC (4)TFP_EC

BigData −0.002 (−1.80) 0.004* (2.29) 0.005*** (4.26) 0.002 (1.45)

Urban −0.006 (−0.55) 0.029* (2.02) 0.016 (1.78) −0.005 (−0.51)

Base −0.197 (−1.47) 0.197 (1.21) 0.067** (3.18) −0.056* (−2.30)

Gov 0.329* (2.61) −0.409* (−2.66) −0.198** (−3.24) 0.050 (0.72)

Labor −0.006 (−1.59) 0.003 (0.73) −0.001 (−0.23) −0.000 (−0.15)

Industry 0.000 (0.24) 0.000 (1.00) −0.000 (−0.42) 0.000 (0.35)

Cons 1.081*** (37.34) 0.903*** (25.47) 0.943*** (40.11) 0.983*** (36.54)

Observations 240 240 240 240

R2 0.222 0.241 0.051 0.227
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conjunction with the infrastructure of digital finance, big data

can successfully integrate with traditional finance, overcoming its

inability to provide services to remote regions and small and

micro enterprises. By providing appropriate financial support,

this can meet the needs of various market players, thus

promoting technological innovation and business model

changes. In low financial inclusion areas, small and medium-

sized enterprises have difficulty obtaining financing, and they are

less technically savvy. In addition to optimizing resource

allocation, big data technology eases entrepreneurs’ financing

constraints and promotes inclusive economic growth (Bianchi,

2010).

5.4 Temporal heterogeneity analysis

According to HP filtering processing, this paper divides data

into good economy stage and sluggish one. Results are presented

in Table 8. In the sluggish stage of economic cycle, the coefficient

of big data on technical efficiency is 0.005, and it is significant at

5%. In the good stage of economic cycle, the coefficient of big

data on technological progress is 0.006, and it is significant at 1%.

As the economic cycle enters a sluggish stage, economic growth

was mainly driven by industrial and infrastructure investment. As a

result, big data exploitation on physical devices is promoted, the flow

and configuration of data elements is accelerated, and enterprise

production efficiency is improved. When entering a good stage of

economic development, consumption also played a large role in

driving economic growth besides investment. Through the customer-

centric transformation of operation, organization, and business

model, enterprises spurred technological innovation, which in

turn has promoted industrial growth. The big data industry, with

data elements at its core, as well as the digital upgrade of traditional

industries, have been improving their competitiveness in the market

by better identifying user needs, as well as moving towards

sustainability.

TABLE 7 Empirical results of digital financial inclusion heterogeneity.

Variable Low digital financial inclusion High digital financial inclusion

(1)TFP_TC (2)TFP_EC (3)TFP_TC (4)TFP_EC

BigData 0.000 (0.33) 0.003** (2.95) 0.006** (3.08) 0.001 (0.37)

Urban 0.001 (0.13) 0.019* (2.12) 0.013 (1.01) −0.007 (−0.46)

Base −0.161* (−2.00) 0.026 (0.30) 0.067* (2.53) −0.057 (−1.75)

Gov 0.070 (0.97) −0.191* (−2.45) −0.253** (−2.82) 0.085 (0.77)

Labor −0.005* (−2.14) 0.000 (0.02) 0.001 (0.13) −0.001 (−0.18)

Industry −0.000 (−0.55) 0.000 (0.13) −0.000 (−0.01) 0.000 (0.33)

Cons 1.044*** (53.39) 0.951*** (44.81) 0.909*** (23.96) 0.997*** (21.44)

Observations 240 240 240 240

R2 0.154 0.058 0.055 0.111

TABLE 8 Empirical results of time heterogeneity.

Variable Sluggish economy stage Good economy stage

(1)TFP_TC (2)TFP_EC (3)TFP_TC (4)TFP_EC

BigData −0.002 (−1.17) 0.005** (3.25) 0.006*** (4.73) 0.001 (0.40)

Urban 0.024* (2.24) 0.009 (0.76) 0.023* (2.34) −0.005 (−0.48)

Base 0.114 (1.34) −0.213* (−2.29) 0.068** (3.13) −0.054* (−2.09)

Gov −0.115 (−1.30) −0.090 (−0.92) −0.188* (−2.50) 0.050 (0.56)

Labor −0.004 (−1.17) −0.002 (−0.48) −0.002 (−0.58) −0.001 (−0.34)

Industry −0.000 (−0.12) 0.000 (0.17) 0.000 (0.29) −0.000 (−0.03)

Cons 1.042*** (38.57) 0.955*** (32.21) 0.927*** (38.13) 1.007*** (35.06)

Observations 240 240 240 240

R2 0.275 0.127 0.036 0.167
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5.5 Robustness checks

5.5.1 One-period lag for explanation variables
Due to the fact that the impact of big data on green economic

development may not be reflected in the current period, there

could be a lag. At the same time, in order to mitigate the problem

of reverse causality, this study tests the explanatory variables one

period after the current period. Table 9 shows the results. Despite

the lagging impact of big data on technological progress, the

development of big data technology has a continuously positive

impact on green economic development. Also, the regression

coefficient for big data lag one period is larger than that of the

benchmark regression case (Table 3), suggesting that the lag

effect of big data technology development may be more

significant.

5.5.2 Replace core explanatory variable
To separate the effects of the indicator selection, this study

adds sub-indicators of digital economy and financial technology

to the original big data indicators. Results are shown in Table 10.

Digital finance’s regression coefficient on technological progress

is still significantly positive and larger than the benchmark

regression (Table 3). In light of the development of the digital

economy and financial technology, big data plays a greater role in

promoting technological advancement.

5.5.3 Adding control variable
Based on previous studies (Menguc et al., 2010; Li and Li, 2019),

corporate innovation can significantly improve environmental

performance. Hence, this paper adds technological innovation

(Ipa) as a control variable, which is measured by the number of

invention patent applications accepted by industrial enterprises above

a specified size. Table 11 presents the regression results. The

coefficient of big data for technological progress, efficiency

improvement, and green economic development remains positive

and significant, and the regression coefficient of big data for green

economic development is greater than the benchmark regression

situation (Table 2). It is evident that big data can promote green

economic development when enterprises are consistent in their

innovation levels.

TABLE 9 Robustness test for one-lag explanatory variables.

Variable TFP_TC TFP_EC

(1) (2) (3) (4)

L.BigData 0.006*** (7.13) 0.006*** (7.09) −0.000 (−0.44) −0.000 (−0.39)

L.Urban 0.018* (2.56) 0.016* (2.24) −0.008 (−1.04) −0.006 (−0.79)

L.Base 0.042 (0.95) 0.004 (0.09) −0.087 (−1.76) −0.053 (−0.93)

L.Gov −0.214*** (−3.75) −0.206*** (−3.60) 0.100 (1.55) 0.092 (1.43)

L.Labor −0.002 (−0.88) −0.003 (−1.08) −0.000 (−0.01) 0.000 (0.16)

L.Industry −0.000 (−1.51) 0.000 (1.23)

Cons 0.932*** (54.75) 0.943*** (50.81) 1.011*** (52.87) 1.001*** (47.89)

TABLE 10 Robustness test for replacing core explanatory variables.

Variable TFP_TC TFP_EC

(1) (2) (3) (4)

DGE 0.005*** (5.52) 0.005*** (5.51) −0.000 (−0.12) −0.000 (−0.10)

Urban 0.024*** (3.49) 0.024*** (3.43) −0.000 (−0.05) 0.000 (0.01)

Base 0.078*** (4.39) 0.078*** (4.11) −0.042* (−2.06) −0.040 (−1.79)

Gov −0.174*** (−3.34) −0.174*** (−3.34) 0.035 (0.57) 0.034 (0.55)

Labor −0.008** (−2.89) −0.008** (−2.88) 0.001 (0.49) 0.002 (0.50)

Industry 0.000 (0.12) 0.000 (0.29)

Cons 0.993*** (64.40) 0.992*** (61.10) 0.990*** (55.16) 0.989*** (52.28)

Observations 240 240 240 240

R2 0.227 0.227 0.027 0.027
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6 Conclusions and policy implications

6.1 Conclusions

Several studies have been conducted on big data, with many

focusing on the use of big data resources and their impact on

various areas of economy and society (Magazzino and Mele, 2020;

Bai et al., 2021). However, in the process of economic development,

there are factors that affect the utilization of resources and

environmental protection, which will have a negative impact on

high-quality development. Based on this, our study examines the

impact mechanism of big data on green economic development by

taking into account environmental factors.

Based on the panel data of 30 provinces in mainland China

from 2011 to 2018, this paper uses the MML (meta-Frontier

Malmquist-Luenberger) model to measure regional GTFP, as

well as green technological progress and green efficiency change.

From the multiple perspectives of big data technology, this paper

analyzes how big data impacts China’s GTFP and explore its

heterogeneities from regional and temporal perspectives. Five

main conclusions can be drawn.

First, big data promotes green economic development.

Enterprises are able to make innovative developments in

production, organization, operation, and management through

the use of big data technology. By eliminating backward

production capacity and promoting industrial upgrading, it

can assist in maximizing resource utilization.

Second, big data significantly promotes green economic

development through the channel of technological progress

and efficiency improvement. And the positive effect of big

data is more obvious in technological progress than efficiency

improvement. Enterprises can leverage data resources to perform

intelligent transformation and gain a competitive advantage, thus

releasing the enormous potential of technological innovation in

the era of big data.

Third, big data sub-indicators have varying effects on the

development of green economy. Cloud computing, Internet of

things, artificial intelligence, and Hadoop significantly contribute

to technological progress, while blockchain contributes to

efficiency improvement. This is because blockchain can reduce

the cost of each process and improve the efficiency of

management. Technologies such as artificial intelligence, the

Internet of things, cloud computing, and Hadoop can help

improve productivity, connect information technology with

real-world industries, and agglomerate technological chains.

Fourth, big data plays a greater role in promoting

technological growth in the central and eastern regions,

regions with better environmental governance and higher level

of digital financial inclusion development. This is because the

central and eastern regions have a better level of information

infrastructure and industrial base, which is conducive to

technological innovation and application. Enhancing

environmental governance can enable governments to play a

greater role in public governance, promote the agglomeration of

environmentally friendly companies and advanced industries,

and contribute to more green innovation achievements. In

regions with better development of digital inclusive finance,

big data can better integrate traditional finance to provide

services for SMEs, thus encouraging economic growth.

Finally, big data supports green technological progress in

the good economic stage and improves green efficiency in the

downturn stage. During the economic downturn, China’s

economic growth relies on investment in the secondary

industry, and technologies such as big data are directly

applied to improve production efficiency. When the

economy is doing well, the prosperity of consumption

helps enterprises conduct customer-centered digital

transformations and eco-friendly transformations, which

encourage technological innovation and industrial

development.

TABLE 11 Robustness test for adding control variable.

Variable TFP_MI TFP_TC TFP_EC

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

BigData 0.005*** (4.71) 0.005*** (4.74) 0.003** (2.91) 0.003** (2.85) 0.002* (2.13) 0.002* (2.22)

Urban 0.017* (2.18) 0.018* (2.27) 0.016* (2.33) 0.016* (2.31) 0.001 (0.12) 0.002 (0.24)

Base 0.013 (0.62) 0.019 (0.83) 0.073*** (3.82) 0.074*** (3.63) −0.059** (−2.76) −0.054* (−2.37)

Gov −0.141* (−1.98) −0.136 (−1.89) −0.131* (−2.07) −0.130* (−2.04) −0.011 (−0.25) −0.007 (−0.09)

Labor −0.003 (−1.03) −0.003 (−1.08) −0.002 (−0.88) −0.002 (−0.88) −0.000 (−0.18) −0.001 (−0.29)

Ipa −0.000 (−0.12) −0.000 (−0.34) 0.000 (0.07) 0.000 (0.03) −0.000 (−0.37)

Industry 0.000 (0.74) 0.000 (0.12) 0.000 (0.65)

Cons 0.951*** (49.41) 0.947*** (46.65) 0.975*** (57.24) 0.974*** (54.21) 0.977*** (51.77) 0.973*** (48.90)

Observations 240 240 240 240 240 240

R2 0.164 0.166 0.165 0.165 0.049 0.050
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6.2 Policy implications

Several policy implications can be put forward based on our

findings.

First of all, big data technology is conducive to the high-

quality development of China’s economy. Therefore, the

government should vigorously promote data sharing and

improve laws and regulations related to the management and

application of big data. By establishing standards for the process

of data collection and application, modern technologies can be

effectively used of and deeply adapted into the industry.

Secondly, big data influences the development level of green

economy by promoting technological progress. Therefore,

enterprises should increase the management and application of

big data and invest more resources to develop emerging

technologies, so as to achieve intelligent upgrading and improve

productivity. It is also important for the government to encourage

enterprises to develop production through technological

advancements. Corresponding policies should be implemented

for development of new information infrastructure, laying a solid

foundation for advanced industries to agglomerate and develop.

Finally, big data has different impacts on green economic

development in different regions. In the regions with

underdeveloped new infrastructure and fragile ecological

environment, the government should support the development of

information technology and improve the construction of data factor

market. In addition, regions with a high level of environmental

governance are conductive to the agglomeration of environmentally

friendly enterprises. Environmental policies should be developed by

the government to improve resource use efficiency and encourage

enterprises to form low-carbon and green production modes.

6.3 Discussion

There are limitations to this study. In particular, due to data

limitations, micro enterprise data are not available to verify the

relationship between big data and firms’ green economic

development. Future research will continue to explore the

microscopic mechanism and make breakthroughs. It is possible

to explore new methods of constructing big data indicators to

better reflect the level of big data application in the enterprises. In

addition, to improve the accuracy of the results in relevant

research, the index construction system can be improved,

especially for the micro-measurement of green development.

There is no denying that the development of human society has

exerted a great influence on the natural environment. More deeply

from the air environment, Jin et al. (2020) identified whether CO2

emission reduction can inhibit poverty alleviation. It can be seen

that the development of human society will affect the evolution of

ecological environment, which will further have an uncertain

impact on the economy. As an important product of human

activities, big data will not only have a positive impact on green

development and economic growth, but also may further affect

specific economic issues such as poverty alleviation and income

structure, which is also an important future research direction.

It is also important to further clarify the relationship

between big data technology and green development, and it

will help provide feasible policy suggestions for the

government. In China, there is a large urban-rural divide,

as mentioned by Jin et al. (2020). This structural difference

may affect the implementation path of big data technology.

To avoid misunderstandings due to the differences between

the urban and rural dual structures, targeted research is

needed. Considering the unbalanced development in terms

of resident income, consumption, employment, public input,

etc., it is necessary to strictly identify the changes that these

differences may have on the development of green economy

caused by big data. In addition, industry factors should also

be taken seriously. It is necessary to consider the influencing

factors of specific industries in future research. For example,

high-polluting industries will be affected by more

environmental regulations, and their motives for using big

data may be different. Further research will provide more

targeted policy reference data for the implementation of

digital China and sustainable development strategy.

As China enters a stage of high-quality development,

ecological environment construction has gradually become a

social consensus and an increasingly important subject for

scientific research. Although the academic community has

studied the influencing factors of GTFP from multiple

perspectives such as technical streams, economic streams, and

government streams, there are still mechanisms that have not

been elucidated by mainstream studies (Zhang et al., 2021).

Therefore, it is necessary to use interdisciplinary methods to

comprehensively analyze the spatial distribution characteristics,

time evolution process and influence mechanism of big data and

green development. For example, Takahashi et al. (2022) used

case study methods to explore how to manage and improve

ecological benefits. Based on the multidisciplinary knowledge

system, future research can provide more scientific basis for the

interaction between man and nature, which will help improve the

level of ecological civilization construction.
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